Equations for the macroscopic slip velocity on curved walls are derived using the ChapmanEnskog solution of Boltzm ann's equation.
1. In order to handle the slip velocity problem and to gain the value of the m acroscopic slip velo city, the Boltzmann equation has to be solved with the boundary conditions depending on gas-surfaceinteractions. This problem was solved by L oyalka1 for arbitrary gas-wall-interactions and plane surfaces.
In the elementary treatment of the Kramer's problem 2, it is assumed that the velocity distribu tion of gas molecules im pinging on the wall is equal to the extrapolation of the distribution function far from the surface. It follow s that the slip boundary condition has the same form as that gained by the exact solution of Boltzmann's equation in the neigh borhood of the boundary. Only the slip coefficients in the two treatments show somewhat different numerical values. Therefore, it may be guessed that the form of the slip boundary conditions for arbitrary curved walls can be derived using the first approximation of the Chapman-Enskog solution. The results of this procedure are given by the Equa tions (1 5 ), (1 6 ). (1) t denotes the shear stress of the gas at the wall, i. e. the normal component of the momentum flux tan gential component of the gas molecules.
Here m is the mass of a gas molecule, V its velocity, f (V) the velocity distribution function, and ?l the The mass veloditv ll of the gas molecules,
has the following boundary condition at the wall.
n(r) in (3) is the particle density of the gas m ole cules at the point r. With the boundary condition (4 ), the shear stress t can be given as a function of the pressure tensor P of the gas P = . j m W f{V) dV , where
is the peculiar velocity of a gas molecule. From 
and o
B= U U B(U) .
With (4) and (6 ) gas.)
« " > 0 with the arithmetic mean speed
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